Ford 3.5 water pump

Custom Search. By Burgundy17 , February 21, in 3. I decided to get the 3. I knew before I bought
it about the internal water pump design. Talked to the service department at my Ford dealer
about it. They said they do not see an above average incidence of failed water pumps. When
they do see a failed water pump it is usually over , miles. For maintenance they suggest
changing the coolant every 30, miles. I asked if the owners manual had a typo. The service
schedule says change at , miles and every miles after that. They said they never heard of that.
They always tell their customers to change it every 30, miles. So that is the plan. I will change
coolant every 30, miles and change oil every 5, miles with synthetic oil and use Motorcraft
products. To everyone here does that sound like a good preventative plan for avoiding water
pump trouble? I know nothing is guaranteed but I want to do what I can to prevent the problem.
I also want to understand the cause of this problem. I know when the water pump fails the
coolant mixes with the oil and ruins the engine. But why does this happen? Do impurities in the
coolant and oil cause the water pump to fail? Do the impurities degrade the seals and allow the
mixing? Since I have a tow package does the larger radiator help prevent a water pump failure
by preventing overheating? Mac has a fantastic tear down video of the water pump and shows
exactly how it fails. Here's one of them:. As always, you can never guarantee that a water pump
won't fail but you can do all you can to prevent it. I also do 30k intervals on my coolant changes
and 5k intervals on Mobil-1 full syn and a Mobil-1 High Mileage filter. I think there are some
differing opinions as to what can be done to improve the life of the waterpump - if that is even
possible When the shaft is moving around that much the seals cant do their job, and since the
cooling system is at a higher pressure than the crankcase, coolant pushes into the engine. I
don't have a waterpump in my hands to take apart and look at but it would seem logical to
identify if the bearing is sealed. I believe it is normal these days for most waterpumps to have
sealed bearings. Burgundy17, you cannot go wrong with the maintenance intervals you have
specified. Yes, the tow package will help with the cooling system, but the fluid change
frequency is still key. As far as impurities, those are created during the life of the coolant due to
degradation of the additives mostly. Bearing failure or death wobble is also a contributor to WP
failure. So it is important to keep the timing system clean regular oil changes with quality oil so
it stays in shape and thus it does not put undue stress on the WP bearings. So don't drive it like
a racecar all the time, LOL. Rush hour traffic with fast speedups and sudden slowdowns can be
heck too. Thanks for posting the video Fish. Very informative. Thanks MACT for making it in the
first place My Ford dealer gave me a free oil change for my first change on this vehicle and I
asked for full synthetic. The rep seemed exasperated but did it. Don't know if that is true but
afterwards it seemed the Edge was quieter and quicker or smoother. Is that just my
imagination? Anyone else experience this? If full synthetic creates less impurities over the
synthetic blend and helps forestall water pump failure I am ok with the extra cost. Go to any
auto parts store. Look at the price difference between synblend and full synthetic. Good time to
stock up and save some green. I have a that originally came with the yellow coolant. I did not
know that Ford stopped recommending this coolant shortly afterwards. I had , miles when it let
go. If I knew about the new recommendation i probably would still have the original water pump.
I bought this car at miles and should have had all fluids changed. I just did the tranny and all
normal stuff without thinking about coolant. MY Fault. I'm at , and after the winter I will do the
tranny and the coolant plus all other fluids. Oil is about miles on Mobile 1 I can go longer on the
oil but I won't. All things considered I think this is probably one of the best cars I have ever had.
No rattles No squeaks Nothing weird or unexpected. I like the fact that i have no monthly
payments. Guess I can live without a digital dash. I do have a new Nav head with built in
pandora and all kinds of good hands free stuff. Allowing the coolant to become old and acidic
contributes to the break down of the rubber seals. I paid to have two water pump water jet cut in
half. The seals on both had failed and caused water intrusion into the bearings. The bearings
are not sealed but are lubricated with the engine oil. Lack of frequent oil changes with good oil
and frequent coolant changes can dramatically cause the failure. Once one small nick occurs in
the bearing or race the water pump will fail. The seal is a wire reinforced layer rubber seal
pressed onto the shaft with a metal collar. The design has not changed from the 1st gen to the
1. With my planned change schedule of 30, miles is that too infrequent? Since the acids in the
coolant cause the seal to break down, instead of changing the coolant every 3 years maybe I
should change it every 2 years? How good is the Motorcraft coolant these days? Coolant
change meaning flush at 30K is fine, starting from the beginning, not waiting K for the first time.
Green and Orange MC coolants used in the Edge have had no issues. Only the Gold used in
older MY vehicles caused any issues. If you do a coolant flush, you have the option of either
Motorcraft or aftermarket extended life coolants that meet the Motorcraft spec. And definitely
don't overthink this schedule, too easy to do. My coolant is never new but never old. I drain and
fill about once every months and continue to do so. I drive a lot so months might be year or two

for some folks. I also have used about 15 or so different synthetic oils in LU. With even more to
come. I use cocktail mixes usually 6 different oil brands each time. One possible negative
aspect to using different brands of motor oils in the same engine at the same time is to provide
an over abundance of certain additives. Here's a good article from Popular Mechanics on motor
oil. You might find the paragraph titled "More is Not Better" explains this better. When it is time
to change the antifreeze I am planning on taking it to Ford. They do a flush. When it is older and
has more miles is a drain and fill preferable? I do not see any information about the location of
the 2. I assume it is external because it does not seem to cause engine failure problems. Does
the 2. From my reading the gen 2 uses a new and I assume improved coolant It is a different
color anyway. It also has new water pump bearings. I have not read anything about a new seal.
How helpful will these new tweaks be in preventing water pump failure? Any guesses? Ford
tweaked and tweaked the trans on the Focus but never totally fixed the problem. Interesting
rumor. The trans mounted 3. Ford can make a good product. It just seems to be a roll of the
dice. If you are unlucky enough maybe poor initial engineering and poor quality parts make for
the perfect storm. We have a Ford Windstar with , miles. Original engine and transmission. Runs
good. Has its idiosyncrasies. Power drivers window sometimes only goes partially up. Have to
bang on the door to get it to go up all the way. LOL Anyway the Windstar has a bad reputation
but it has been good to us. All recalls preformed. Biggest expense for us was replacing the
lower control arms and some suspension parts at , miles. Our good luck with the Windstar is
why we kept buying Fords. Rust now is taking its toll. I don't know how much longer we can
keep driving it. The 2. Engine damage would be due to turbo failure most likely, but no
noticeable trends. My 3. Mine did not leak coolant into the engine. Coolant was not flushed until
, so it is probably wise to do it every 30k. The 3. Makes no sense to inernally mount a part that is
well known to have a finite life span. I personally do not trust these new so called lifetime fluidscoolant and transmission fluid rated to go 5 yrs or k- 60 k max on both is enough. Sooner if
severe duty driving. My local dealer discovered that my mkx still had green coolant and very
strongly recommended changing. This was around 82k if I remember correctly. Said the green
wasn't sufficient to prevent corrosion in the water pump and heater core. Something Ford
discovered after my 09 was built. Service agent said changing by the manual was sufficient, I
asked to speak with the technician and he said that he would change at 30k intervals. I think you
mean you had the GOLD coolant prior, enigma. Ack yes, I had it basackwards. The car came
with gold and they switched out to green. Appearently it affects Edge's and MKXs. My daughter
was only a couple miles from home and it started to leak onto the ground. She drove it homegrrrrrrrr- and advised me she thought it was overheating. Luckily it did not overheat much. I did
request the dealer do a compression test before repairs and it was ok. My came with Motorcraft
Specialty Green Coolant. Would I be better off sticking with the Motorcraft or switching to
something else???? Everything I've read says stay with Motorcraft. One point, if you do change,
do a triple flush. Never leave any of the old coolant as they don't play nice together and can
even turn to goo and clog your heater core and do other nasty stuff. Another thing to consider,
if you ever have a warranty claim extended in our case , and they find a different coolant than
what's registered for the car, it's up to you to prove that complies with Ford specifications. Just
called the stealership to see if they have the specialty green in stock. Was there ever any
theories that a certain Ford coolant wasn't lubing the water pump bearings very well????? If
Prestone or Zerex offer better lubrication I wouldn't mind making the switch. I'm way out of
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into many other Ford models in the following years. Ford 3. The engine offers horsepower and
lb-ft of torque. However, the 3. In this article, we discuss a few of the most common problems
with the Ford 3. However, we have a few quick notes before moving on. The Duratec 35 engine
is a sound, reliable engine. Faults and failures we discuss are specifically a few of the most
common issues. Rather, when problems do pop up these are a few of the most common areas.
That said, all engines are prone to all sorts of various problems. This is especially true with
higher mileage and age. Some of the early model 3. Water pump failures are one of the most
common cooling system problems on many engines. Without coolant flow an engine is prone to
overheating quickly. As such, water pump problems are typically an urgent repair. Due to the

transverse design, 3. Not only does that increase the chance of the 3. Fortunately, leaking water
pumps are a bit less urgent than an actual water pump failure. However, as long as the Ford 3.
Of course, the pump may also fail internally which would affect coolant flow. Water pump
problems usually pop up in the 80, to , mile ballpark on the 3. A visible coolant leak can be due
to several different problems, but it usually boils down to the water pump. Of course, the
coolant leak may result in receiving a low coolant light. In severe cases, the Duratec 35 engine
coolant can mix with the oil. We will discuss this in the next problem with oil dilution.
Additionally, water pump failure may result in check engine lights and overheating. Water pump
replacement can already be a pretty costly repair on any engine. However, the Ford Duratec 35
water pump location makes it a bit harder to access and repair. Otherwise, leave 3. Due to the
water pump location, a severe failure may cause the coolant to mix with engine oil. Obviously,
coolant mixing with engine oil is not a good situation. It affects the oils ability to effectively
lubricate the internal parts of the 3. If this goes unnoticed for too long it may cause catastrophic
engine problems. We believe there may be a few lawsuits floating around due to the 3. The
below video is a helpful resource. This problem begins with the internal bearings on the Ford 3.
As the bearing fails you may begin to hear clunking and rattling sounds from the water pump
area. The 3. Early model engines use iVCT. However, in all 3. The idea of TiVCT is to adjust the
intake and exhaust valve timing to allow for better power and fuel economy. However, there are
a few issues with the 3. Cam torque actuated phasers are one of those problems that may pop
up. These cam phasers are tasked with rotating each camshaft relative to engine timing. When
the 3. Look for the following symptoms that may point to a fault with the 3. Cam phaser failure
will typically show itself with a check engine light and a rattling sound from the Ford 3. In severe
cases it can also throw off ignition timing. This will lead to power loss and rough operation. As
a note â€” consider replacing the TiVCT solenoids if your 3. Moving onto the problem at hand.
Cam torque actuated phasers lie within the cylinder head. It takes a decent bit of labor to get
into that area so repair bills can add up. Depending on the year and model of the Ford 3. Is the
Ford 3. Yes, we believe the Ford Duratec 35 earns above average marks for reliability. Water
pump and cam torque actuated phaser problems can be a bit of a headache. However, the
internet tends to blow things out of proportion. Otherwise, the 3. There are plenty of engines out
there that have many more and much worse common issues. As such, the Ford 3. Problems can
and do happen, but that can be said about any automotive engine. Of course, maintenance is
also key for any engine and that applies to the 3. Change the fluids on time and fix issues in a
timely manner. Not too bad for longevity. In , Ford introduced the 3. The Duratec 35 is a very
reliable and efficient engine that has been around for a while. No engine is perfect, though. A
few common problems with the Ford 3. Water pump failures can also lead to costly repair bills if
coolant mixes with the oil. Or check out our 2. What Car Use the Duratec 35? Duratec 35 Water
Pump Symptoms Symptoms of water pump issues on the 3. Are you considering one? Leave a
Reply Cancel reply. Recent The 3 Most Common Ford 3. Search Search the site If you shop at
Amazon. Privacy Terms. We are a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program,
an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for us to earn fees by linking to
Amazon. Quick links. Water pump on 3. Luckily enough the water pump had been replaced at
85k in November of , after complaints of no heat and rough idling above RPM. Currently the car
has k on it, so if the minimum of failure expectancy of 65k miles holds true I have about 40k
miles before it needs to be replaced again. He also mentioned that Ford is in the process of
redesigning the part and that I should check back for availability. I guess it is better than
nothing. Obviously, Ford recognizes there is a problem, the question is whether once they fix
the design issue with the water pump if a recall will be issued, or whether it will be left to the
owners to eat the cost. Re: Water pump on 3. As these engines age, we're only going to hear of
more horror stories. Where did you hear of the 65K life expectancy? That's new to me. In fact, I
would not risk waiting that long to get the job done. Personally anywhere between K miles is on
the safe side. It will be interesting to see what is different about the redesigned part and if it
actually solves the problem of coolant leaking internally to the engine. There will never be an
official recall because that is only for safety related things seat belts, brakes, steering, etc.
However they do sometimes do special service bulletins on this kind of thing. I will grant you
it's probably a safer bet to replace it sooner rather than later. The service manager also
mentioned that a smell of coolant and the exhaust having a darker color are signs that water
pump is failing prior to a full-scale meltdown. So maybe there are some warning signs to be on
the look out for. There might not be a recall, but I would be surprised if nothing was done other
than to fix the defective water pump. It is really a fairly high profile engine for Ford that received
a lot of acclaim after it was released. There is a class action lawsuit against them, and would
probably cost them a lot less to compensate the owners that experienced an engine failure due
to the flaw and fix the problem on the cars that are out there still running in the long run. It is

also curious that the 3. From what I can tell it is also a DuraTec. I drove a cab when I was much
younger and it got into my blood so to speak, so it is nothing for me to put as much 60k a year
on a car. I had hoped to get k miles out of this before looking for my Ford. Granted out of the k
that I put on either car, I never had to replace the water pump. But it is pretty unbelievable to
think that Ford took such a gamble on a design that had to be executed pretty close to perfect
with each build in order to not be experiencing what they are now. To have made this work, they
would have needed to design and build consistently to spec a water pump that would absolutely
last at least , miles. And it is not just the huge but relatively uncommon problem of when the
water pump fails and destroys the engine that bothers me, it is the more common issue of a
water pump replacement costing at least a grand. Winters in New England are awful, and I live at
the end of a foot driveway that climbs almost ft. Anyone have any ideas? Ive got a neighbor
whose water pump fudge the bed. Car is a 3. Will it swap directly or will computers make this a
headache? February 15, â€” A Ford Duratec lawsuit has been dismissed, but the plaintiffs may
have another shot to prove their allegations in court. According to the Duratec engine lawsuit,
millions of present Ford vehicles are equipped with the allegedly defective water pumps that
cause engine damage. The Duratec engines allegedly fail because coolant mixes with engine oil
once the coolant leaks from the water pumps. The plaintiffs claim the engines may fail without
drivers having any warning of the impending doom. Ford owners complain about the costly job
to replace the water pumps because they are located inside the Duratec engines but behind the
timing chain covers and multiple engine components. Ford owners also complain about the
dangers that pop up when the engines and pumps fail while driving, causing the vehicles to
stall in traffic. The lawsuit alleges Ford deceives customers into believing the water pumps will
last at least , miles without need for maintenance or replacements. However, the two claims of
the one plaintiff were settled with Ford, leaving the case completely dismissed. The judge also
ruled that if the plaintiffs had additional allegations concerning Ford's knowledge of defects, the
plaintiffs would have included those allegations in their amended lawsuit. This caused the judge
to dismiss the lawsuit with prejudice, blocking the plaintiffs from filing the lawsuit once again.
Judge Laurie J. Michelson says she still finds the plaintiffs haven't shown she made a mistake
by dismissing the lawsuit, but the judge says she will reconsider her decision to dismiss the
case with prejudice. Once all parties have presented their arguments, the judge will decide if the
plaintiffs can file a second amended lawsuit. The Ford Duratec lawsuit was filed in the U. Ford
Motor Company. Ford Duratec engine class action lawsuit was dismissed, but the judge may
allow it to be refiled. However, the plaintiffs asked the judge to reconsider her decision. The
Duratec 35 is a 3. The 3. This Ford 3. It has a cast aluminum alloy open-deck type cylinder block
with cast-in liners, fully floating at the top. It shares the same bore and stroke combination as
the popular 3. Like the 3. There are lightweight, low-friction aluminum pistons and strong
connecting rods. Additional cooling for the pistons is provided by cast-in oil squirters inside the
engine, which spray engine oil on bottom ends of pistons. The Duratec 35 has aluminum
cylinder heads with four valves per cylinder. Valves are actuated via direct actuating mechanical
buckets DAMB. The engine features chain-driven double overhead camshafts DOHC with
variable intake timing iVCT or variable intake and exhaust timing Ti-VCT - twin-independent
variable cam timing, implemented in The single roller timing chain drives the intake camshafts
and they drive the exhaust camshafts via small chains. In , a single roller timing chain was
replaced by a silent type chain small chains remain the same. In previous Duratec V6s, a water
pump was located at the rear of the engine and was driven by the pulley on the intake camshaft
via a rubber belt. But Cyclone engines feature a chain-driven water pump at the front, under a
front-end engine cover. The engine has an electronically controlled sequential multi-port fuel
injection and coil-on-plugs type ignition. The intake manifold is made from plastic and consists
of a lower and upper intake pieces. The exhaust manifolds are made from cast iron. It has been
used in various Ford and Lincoln vehicles since Ford still offers this engine for many of them,
but also prepared a new Cyclone version - a naturally aspirated 3. Ford's 3. We mentioned
before, that the water pump on the 3. This design has two major issues. First, a bad water pump
will leak for some time, and you may not notice this until the coolant level drops significantly,
which will lead to overheating. Secondly, the leaked coolant ends up in the engine oil and
creates an emulsion, causing lack of lubricant for all internal components, which is extremely
bad for any engine. You have to remove the pulleys, front cover, and timing chains to get the
water pump out. So, it is very labor intensive to replace and, as a result, expensive job. The
engine life expectancy is about , miles , km. Home Ford 3. Engine Specs Manufacturer.
Production years. Cylinder block material. Cylinder head material. Fuel type. Number of
cylinders. Valves per cylinder. Valvetrain layout. Bore, mm. Displacement, cc. Type of internal
combustion engine. Compression Ratio. Torque, lb ft. Firing order. Engine oil weight. Engine oil
capacity, liter. Oil change interval, mile. A recent support request was sent in for this Ford Edge

with a 3. The water pump was leaking through the weep hole passage in the block. This engine
has a water pump driven by the timing chain and a passageway in the block to allow for coolant
that leaks past the primary seal to exit the engine without entering the crankcase. The timing
cover was removed, and the water pump was replaced with an aftermarket water pump. The
timing cover was resealed and the remainder of the engine reassembled. There were no codes
or warning lights on before the water pump issue. Suspecting there was an issue with the
aftermarket water pump the vehicle was disassembled and a factory water pump, a bank 1 cam
phaser, a bank1 cam sensor and a chain were all installed. This should cover all the possible
issues. The vehicle was reassembled and road tested again. Still having issues with the same
dtc, the shop was unsure how to proceed. Referencing service information showed that the
timing has dimples on the phasers cam gears and a dimple on the crank gear. The crank gear
can be installed in two orientations with the timing dimple aligning in the same spot on both
sides. This is not the issue. The links between the painted marks on the cams and crank have
the correct number of links, 38 between the bank1 RH cam and the bank 2 LH cam. There were
also 27 links between the marked links from the bank1 cam and the crank. This is the correct
timing setup. The crank pulley was reinstalled to allow for a scope capture of the timing. There
is an issue with the bank 1 timing. But what? The phaser was removed and inspected, no issues
with the mounting of the cam gear, the L phaser is installed on bank2 and the R phaser is
installed on bank 1. A compression test was performed to verify if timing was mechanically out.
There was not a transducer available, but the bank 1 and bank 2 compression readings were
very consistent at about psi. Further inspection of the Cam 1 trigger wheel revealed a small
witness mark. It seems that during the original water pump replacement the chain from the
engine support may have caught the trigger and caused misalignment. Manually adjusting the
trigger and rechecking the wave form with the scope returned the scope pattern to normal for
bank 1. The shop chose not to correct the minor alignment issue of the bank 2 trigger as it was
not setting a code. Nice job. So the "shop" replace the timing components and second water
pump because they felt they needed the practice? I was not involved in the first two visits, I
assume they figured it was something that failed because it was touched and proceeded with
the blanket repair to cover the bases with out a complete diagnostic. I am unsure as to what
parts of this were charged and what was covered by the shop. In the end the vehicle was fixed.
Isolating the actual fault, through verifying what was good, led them to. Eric I spoke with the
shop and found they had reports of machining issues with non oem water pumps not being
build to the same tolerances as the factory pumps. A slight change in pulley location or
diameter will effect timing. This is why they opted to reopen the engine for the second water
pump. When disassembled, there was a measurable difference in the water pump. In regards to
" Manually adjusting the trigger No clue what this looks like in there. Thank you. The link below
is a video from Matco showing their cam timing holding tools. At about 8 seconds you can see
the trigger wheel on the intake cam. Its a small press fit ring on the back end of the camshaft.
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